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EAT, DRINK, SHOP AND
GRAB SOME NAMMI

Stores in Iceland are filled with a wide variety of souvenirs to bring
back home! From woolen knitwear lopapeysa sweaters, famous
liquorice candies, lava stones, fish leather, handmade ceramics and
handcrafted silver jewelry.
Better yet, did you know that we, as visitors of Iceland, get a refund of
local Value-added Tax (VAT). The refund results in a reduction of up to
15% off retail prices!
We’ll be addressing the best shops in Iceland, but there are two things
to be aware of. Firstly, many countries will not allow you to bring
certain plant or animals products home with you, such as fresh
produce or crafts made of horn, bone or fur; make sure you know the
rules before buying. Also, some places may require you to show your
passport in order to purchase. Be sure to ask when purchasing wildlife
souvenirs as items could be confiscated in customs.
Also, it’s good to know that there is NO TIPPING at restaurants. Tips
are included in the prices. And speaking of food, you’ll want to taste
a little of this, and a little of that. There are some great walking food
tours to explore Iceland cuisine just steps from our hotel.
On another note, Alcohol can only be bought in two places outside of
the bars in Iceland: the government-run alcohol shop called Vínbúðin,
and the airport. It is heavily recommended you buy all alcohol souvenirs
at the airport, as you will not be paying taxes or duty on them and you
can save near half the amount.

GETTING AROUND REYKJAVIK
VIA THE HOP-ON HOP-OFF TOUR
Reykjavik is a modern, vibrant
European capital, with a
plethora of cultural, natural and
historic attractions, and this
hop-on-hop-off bus tour, is one
of the best ways to see them
all in just a single day. Take a lap
to get to know the city, or if you
are looking for an easy way to
get to a specific location.
Just hop-on a charming bright
red tour bus, to see all the
magic that this capital has
to offer. Ticket passes last
for 24-hours or longer and the buses run at regular intervals. You have the freedom to see all of
Reykjavik’s attractions, in any way that you want – just hop-on! There is also a handy audio-guide on
board the bus, allowing participants to learn about the many wonderful things that they are seeing.

WALKING FOOD LOVER’S TOURS
In the tastiest sightseeing tour in Iceland, you can explore
downtown Reykjavik through delicious local cuisines that
you would never come across in your typical “to-do in Iceland”
itinerary! These tours will have you strolling around the city
and visiting 5-6 wonderful local restaurants with a fun &
knowledgeable guide by your side. Hear fascinating stories,
visit specialty cuisine from local restaurants that incorporate
age-old traditions. On our first night we’ll be trying dried fish
and fermented shark! Just show up HUNGRY and be sure to
bring home some fancy Icelandic sea salts.
In Iceland, ”nammi“ is the word for candy! Licorice is a national passion
here and Icelanders are known for mixing it with chocolate in so many
different and good tasting ways you won’t know what to try first. How
about Licorice ice cream for
starters? Like other products
here, all Icelandic nammi are
made with quality products. If
Licorice isn’t your thing, there are
plenty of other famous Icelandic
treats to explore.

SHOPPING & SOUVENIRS
Reykjavík’s shopping streets Laugavegur
and Skólavörðustígur are filled with
upscale design boutiques, featuring the
latest in world fashion, mixed with small
hole-in-the-wall stores featuring local
designers. Along the way you will also find
a curious mix of souvenir shops, jewelry
designers, and outdoor clothing stores.
Shopping malls Kringlan and Smáralind
are also good bets, offering up to 150
stores under one roof. Shop smart as
some of these stores appeal to the massmarket and some may not offer authentic
Icelandic products.
The traditional Icelandic lopapeysa, a knitted wool sweater with special design at the top and on the
sleeves, is a must-have fashion item. Worn for practical
reasons by farmers and fishermen, the sweater (or its
variations, including button or zipped cardigan) is one
of the trendiest items around. You can also buy highquality woolen scarves, gloves, hats, blankets, and
many other things, all made from Icelandic wool.
The Handknitting Association of Iceland is another
go-to place for knit-wear and knitting equipment and
is also close-by. In addition to the homemade Icelandic
sweaters in a variety of styles, as well as hats, mittens,
scarves and gloves there’s a giant wall of yarn in all
colors to knit your own creations with this special wool.
The oldest shop in Reykjavík is the Thorvaldsens Bazar. Founded
in 1901, the Bazar is run by the charity Thorvaldsensfélagið and
the proceeds all go towards helping children, particularly those
in need of medical care. It has a vast array of hand knitted woolwear, its specialty, as well as many ornaments and knick-knacks.
Inspired by the nature and Norse mythology, there is jewelry
made from lava stones or other local minerals. Many local
designs to choose from and are celebrated for their observation
of Celtic and Old Norse patterns, be it Helm of Awe
Raven Skull, FenRir Wolf Head or Mjolnir “Thor”
hammer. You may also like some of the many carved
symbolic ancient runestone pieces available just about
everywhere.

GAME OF THRONE FANS… FOLLOW IN THE FOOTSTEPS
SOME OF YOUR FAVORITE CHARACTERS!
We talked about it in our June issue but feel it’s worth mentioning again!
You’ll not want to miss a visit to some of the show’s most notorious and magical filming locations.
Since season 2, Icelandic landscapes and natural features have become hallmarks of the show’s
breathtaking backdrops. Explore the White Walkers’ stomping ground at Thingvellir National Park.
See Thjorsárdalur valley and head to the site where a village was massacred by the Wildlings. Visit
waterfalls, rift valleys, medieval villages and most scenes from North of the Wall. Hear stories about
this popular show and A Song of Ice and Fire novels.

THERE’S A LITTLE VIKING IN ALL OF US
MINK Viking Portrait Studio specializes in the art of turning mere modern people into fierce
Vikings. MINK Studios proprietor is Guðmann Þór Bjargmundsson who’s had a successful career in
both photography and film over the years and has even worked on the TV series Game of Thrones.
In the MINK studio you’ll ﬁnd everything you need to transform
into a Viking; clothes, weapons and other Viking paraphernalia.
Bring your GAME FACE and prepare immortalize your Viking
image amongst other warriors and mere mortals… or just print
out a few pictures or post for fun!

